
Ask the expert
Q How can I improve my carburising process using nitrogen/methanol?

A The nitrogen/methanol route is broadly accepted by the heat treatment industry because of several process advantages over 
endothermic generated atmospheres. However, operators sometimes face challenges with methanol cracking due to the 
incorrect positioning and method of nitrogen/methanol injection into the furnace. Air Products’ specialists can help you in 
choosing the right injection technique and location for the nitrogen/methanol blend, ensuring the mixture is optimised to 
deliver high-quality parts and reduced operating costs.
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Guido Plicht
Industry Manager,  
Metals Processing
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CHTA is affiliated to the Surface Engineering Association

In order to avoid surface oxidation you will need a carburising atmosphere without CO and other oxidising components
(oxygen-free).  With Air Products’ new plasma injector you can introduce an oxygen-free N2/hydrocarbon blend to the
atmosphere that enables more effective carburising without intergranular oxidation. Using a new atmosphere control system,
the technology allows operators to fully automate and repeat the process, thus avoiding the typical “sooting” problem.
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How can I avoid intergranular oxidation during the gas carburising process?Q

A

Forty years of Hotline

The very first edition of Hotline in April 1975. 
Whilst the style has changed, the message remains valid.
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Hotline Editor Alan J Hick examines
some of the milestones recorded
since CHTA’s newsletter was first
published.

We celebrated the 100th edition of Hotline in
June 2005 in a review from which I draw here.
The intervening ten years have seen many
changes, not only in the industry we serve, but
also in the nature of this newsletter. 
December 2005’s Hotline 102 upgraded to a
full-colour publication, a precursor to the
reintroduction of advertising on an ever-
growing scale as suppliers to our sector
sought a specialist print medium for
promotion, following the demise of Heat
Treatment of Metals and Metallurgia /
Furnaces International. This anniversary is a
timely opportunity to sincerely thank them,
and our 16-year sponsor Air Products, for their
loyal support.
Meantime, Hotline has continued to record
the ups and downs influencing our industry.
The last ten years have witnessed the
implementation of climate change agree-
ments for our sector and the recent
announcement of climate change levy
exemption for heat treatment. They have also
seen our members survive another recession,
marked in June 2009’s Hotline 115 by an
article advising on protection from write-offs.
Accordingly, in 2012, Hotline 129 was relieved
to lead with the front-page headline
“Investment abounds!”.

CHTA PUBLICITY
SUBCOMMITTEE’S ROLE
Hotline was the brainchild of CHTA’s first
Publicity Subcommittee. At its inaugural
meeting on 17 February 1975, the need for
a regular newsletter was agreed by

INVESTMENT ABOUNDS!

Our news section records some substantial
equipment investments by CHTA members this year
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FORTY YEARS OF HOTLINE

Chairman Nick Taylor (ICI Cassel Heat
Treatments), Peter Bates (Blandburgh),
Reg Jackson (Controlled Heat Treat-
ments), Caleb Williams (Heat Treatments,
Birmingham) and PR advisor Alan Pratt,
who went on famously to edit 67 editions.
The first issue of “The Hotline” appeared in
the April of the same year.
With the support of successive Publicity
Subcommittees, I’ve been editing Hotline
since issue 68 (June 1997), having been
CHTA’s Hon. Sec. since the Association
was established in 1973. Accordingly, my
trawl through the back issues of Hotline, in
preparing this article, was a nostalgic
exercise. 
Names from contract heat treatment past
and present elicit so many memories, most
happy, some sad. I’ll always remember the
enthusiastic early involvement of the
avuncular Peter Bates, a staunch advocate
of CHTA and its aims. Peter went on to
chair the Publicity Subcommittee and had
only just become national CHTA Chairman
(succeeding long-tenure founding Chair-
man John Cowie of Midland Heat
Treatments, whose obituary appeared in
Hotline 108) when he was sadly taken from
us in 1984.
Other of our industry’s “characters” who
have led the Hotline-guiding Publicity

Subcommittee over the years include Terry
Elliott (Senior Heat Treatment), Ron Jones
(George F Homer, Redditch), Graham
Colton (Torvac Midland), Jon Race
(Keighley Laboratories), David Ashton
(Nitriding Services), Mike Croker (Express
Treatments), Ron Plant (Heat Treatment
2000), Richard Burslem (Wallwork), Nick
Lane (TTI Group) and Simeon Collins
(Wallwork).
Some of the foregoing old company names
highlight how our industry has altered in
composition over the 40 years since the
first Hotline. What has not changed is this
newsletter’s aim of keeping CHTA
members abreast of common issues whilst
acquainting the wider engineering
community with the virtues of subcontract
heat treatment.

ADDRESSING COMMON ISSUES
My review of back numbers attests to the
many concerns we’ve shared and the
initiatives instigated by CHTA:

Quality assurance 
“Marking a milestone in the short history of
the Association” was how Hotline 13
(November 1979) heralded publication of
CHT-1, CHTA’s Quality Assurance Stand-
ard compiled by a technical committee led
by Don Pool (Express Treatments). Not for
the first time, the editorial in Hotline 63
(July 1995) hailed the document, absorbed
into BS 5750 (ISO 9000), as “a major leap
forward”. 
It was certainly instrumental in enhancing
the level of respect for our now widely QA-
accredited industry, compared with that
prevalent 40 years ago. As Peter Bates
observed, when introducing the CHT-1
concept in Hotline 2 (1975): “…the industry
has, for far too long, languished under the
‘back-yard’ label, and only by raising and
subsequent maintaining of standards can
we encourage the engineering industry to
abandon ‘in-house’ heat treatment and
have faith in our abilities”.

Forty years of Hotline -
a fond look back

CHTA’s
current
Hotline-
guiding
Publicity

Sub-
committee

Hotline 129

Kevin Bannister,
Tamworth Heat

Treatment

Simon Cockfield,
Ajax Tocco

International

Alan J Hick,
Hotline Editor /
CHTA Secretary

John Jervis,
Bodycote Heat

Treatments

Keith Laing,
TTI Group

Keith Hayward,
Controlled Heat

Treatments

Ian Lacey,
Wallwork Heat

Treatment

Dave Lawrence,
Beta Heat
Treatment

Hotline 13

“Marking a milestone in the
short history of  the Association”
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● Efforts to quantify the value of the UK 
contract heat treatment market started in 
the mid-1990s. Following the last CHTA 
survey in 1996, Hotline 67 reported that 
"contract heat treatment in the UK 
currently involves an annual turnover of 
some £116million". 
The figure was derived from question-
naire replies covering 46 of the 
then 76 sites operated by CHTA 
members. Extrapolated realistically, the 
total annual turnover for all CHTA 
members was estimated at £81.5million. 
The overall £116million was derived on 
the assumption that CHTA members 
"represent some 70% of contract heat 
treatment capacity in Great Britain". 
In Hotline 74 (December 1998), the 
overview by then Bodycote CEO John 
Chesworth, presented at CHTA’s 25th 
Anniversary Lunch, suggested that "... 
the subcontract industry, at around 
£130million, represents about 25% of the 
total market" (subcontract plus in-house). 
This aligned well with the steep growth 
experienced in the late 1990s. 
The current Hotline Market Movements 
shows how turnover has fared since. The 
"Turnover Trends" therein suggests that, 
based on 1996's £116million, today's 
figure, for the overall size of the UK 
contract heat treatment industry, is of the 
order of some £118million.

● Hotline 85 (March 2002) outlined the 
virtues of the previously-mentioned 
CHTA Benchmarking Club where 
members complete a brief six-monthly 
survey on annual sales per employee, 
average debtor days, energy cost as 
percentage of turnover and maintenance 
cost. A summary of the anonymously-
recorded responses provides an 
interesting basis for performance 
comparison by participating members.

Technical issues
Whilst early Hotlines left in-depth coverage
of metallurgical matters to Wolfson Heat
Treatment Centre’s now-departed Heat
Treatment of Metals journal, it has always
found room to address technical issues of
particular concern to CHTA members. 
A case in point was the hardening-response
problem with aluminium-containing steels,
described by Keith Bennett (Senior Heat
Treatment), in Hotline 50 (March 1992), as
“The Growing Hazard”. This topic was to
dominate the pages of Hotline numbers 51-
61 until joint CHTA / steel industry action,
including a Wolfson conference, clarified it.
Latterly, in the absence of alternative UK
outlets, Hotline has given more space to
technical articles on advances in heat
treatment processing. Recent topics have
included low-temperature surface hardening
of stainless steels (Hotline 121 and 135),

Subsequently-introduced QA systems,
such as Nadcap, ISO/TS 16949 and CQI-
9, have come in for close Hotline scrutiny.

Establishing industry norms
Publication of the first CHTA Guidelines for
Conditions of Business document was
reported in Hotline 8 (December 1977).
These recommendations, aimed at
establishing the trade norm, have been
subject to a number of revisions in the
intervening period, the latest guidelines
(downloadable from the Members Area of
CHTA’s website) being released in 2010.
As then CHTA Chairman Richard Burslem
observed in Hotline 121: “They are for our
guidance and protection. The fact that they
have been developed by CHTA for all
members means that they will be more
readily accepted not only by our customers
but also, if it should come to it, by a court of
law.” 
More recently, Hotline 135 announced the
release of CHTA’s Mutual Non-disclosure
Agreement, inspired by former CHTA
Chairman Simon Blantern with the aim of
providing CHTA members with a standard
NDA upon which they might base their
own, as in the case of Guidelines for
Conditions of Business. This document is
also posted in the Members Area of
www.chta.co.uk.

Energy
Not surprisingly, this major cost for CHTA
members and its efficient management
have been regular subjects of Hotline
focus. From the early reports of CHTA’s
Resources Subcommittee (led by Phil
Griffiths of Electro Heat Treatments) in the
1970s to the article “What does the future
hold for UK energy supplies?”, penned by
Andrew Buckley (Director General of the
Major Energy Users’ Council) in Hotline
124, the situation has been monitored
constantly, not least in the occasional
“Consumable Cost Survey”, first featured in
Hotline 26 (February 1985). As noted in
Hotline 127, latterly CHTA’s Benchmarking
Club has incorporated commodity prices,
including energy, in its half-yearly reports.

Statistics
The paucity of statistics relating specifically
to our industrial sector, highlighted in
Hotline 49 (December 1991), has been
something that CHTA has attempted to
redress on several fronts:
● The first Market Movements analysis, 

based on turnover indices rather than 
actual sales value, appeared in Hotline
51 (June 1992). Totally dependent on 
input from members, to whom CHTA 
records its thanks, this exercise has 
always been well supported. The Market 
Movements feature in the current issue 
(page 16) is the 93rd.

laser hardening (issue 133), control of gas
nitriding/nitrocarburising (134), hot isostatic
pressing (138) and, most notably, low-
pressure (vacuum) carburising (128). The
latter article featured multi-member input,
providing a useful assessment of the efficacy
of the technology.
Hotline 138 announced another forum for
technical updates: the CHTA-co-sponsored
Surface Engineering and Heat Treatment
Industry Conference on 16 October this year,
the first national event encompassing heat
treatment in England for twelve years. (The
2011 CHTA-sponsored 19th Congress of
IFHTSE, promoted in Hotline 125, was
staged in Glasgow).

Computerisation
One of the greatest advances over the last
40 years must be the incorporation of
computerisation into virtually every facet of
heat treatment operations. Starting with
issue 14 (March 1980), with an editorial
entitled “Heat Treatment and Chips”,
Hotline has chartered the incredible
progress of the development. Nonetheless,
in retrospect, issue 75 (March 1999) was
probably a little over the top in devoting two
pages to the threat of the “Millennium Bug”!

Manpower
“In a service industry such as ours, a
reliable high-calibre workforce is perhaps
the single most important ingredient for
success”. Thus observed former CHTA
Chairman Ian Brown bemoaning the
growing difficulty of “Recruiting our Greatest
Asset” in Hotline 69 (September 1997). 

Hotline 128

Typical batch vacuum carburising furnace, with high-
pressure gas quench, at TTI Group’s Luton site.

Typical batch vacuum carburising furnace, with high-
pressure gas quench, at TTI Group’s Luton site.

Vacuum/
low-pressure
carburising: 
the contract 
heat treater’s 

view

Vacuum/
low-pressure
carburising: 
the contract 
heat treater’s 

view

Hotline 119
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Today recruitment is a major dilemma.
Answers have been offered by Wallwork’s
Simeon Collins (“The recruitment
opportunity” in Hotline 125) and Keighley
Labs’ Debbie Mellor (“Apprenticeship an
option to degree” in Hotline 128).
In this context, training has become an
even more important issue, as stressed by
Flame Hardeners’ Roger Haw (“How to fill
the training gap?) in 2005’s Hotline 118,
Brian Birch, in the subsequent edition, and
former CHTA Chairman Chris Kenward.
In Hotline 126, the latter asked: “Where is
the next generation of technicians and
metallurgists coming from? If we don’t find
a solution that is nationally recognised, all
our companies could suffer in the long
term”. Chris’s subsequent discussions with
SEMTA and NAMTEC lead to the launch of
the AMRC/CHTA-sponsored Certificate in
Metallurgy course, announced in 2013’s
Hotline 131.
Meantime, Hotline has always supported
Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre’s
Understanding Heat Treatment course,
regarded by CHTA as a much-valued
resource and latterly attracting record
delegate numbers (Hotline 138).

Political influence
Whilst CHTA was aware of the need for
greater political clout for a long time
(Hotline 75, March 1999), alliance with a
larger body to achieve it was approached
with caution. The ultimate affiliation to the
Surface Engineering Association (Hotline
81, September 2000) has paid dividends,
providing “A voice at Westminster” (Hotline
126) amongst many other benefits.

Health, safety and environment
Ever since the introduction of the Health &
Safety at Work Act (Hotline 2), this
newsletter has attempted to keep
members aware of new legislation and
related matters such as risk assessment. 
“Hands off our working hours” was the
response of Hotline 51 (June 1992) to a
new EC Directive revisited in issue 73
(September 1998). Sporting a leader on
the “The Green Revolution” and a
masthead colour to match, Hotline 40 (July
1989) concentrated on the then new

COSHH regulations, with further guidance
with regard to their impact on heat treaters
in subsequent editions. Members’ exper-
ience of implementing ISO 14001 was a
feature of Hotline 89 (September 2002). 
More recently, our concern for the
environment has revolved around…

Climate Change Levy 
Hotline 53 (March 1993) first warned us of
the threat of the “energy tax”, the
subsequent edition reproducing a letter to
DTI from Ian Brown (Wallwork) opposing
its introduction (ultimately in 2001). Ian’s
colleague Richard Burslem kept us
informed on forlorn efforts to gain CCL
rebates for our sector in Hotline numbers
76-83 (1999-2001). 
In 2005, Hotline 100 celebrated the SEA-
enabled long-awaited breakthrough in this
matter, albeit there was a frustrating wait
before heat treaters could implement their
climate change agreements due to delays
in EU and UK legislation. State aid
approval for CHTA’s CCA was reiterated in
the December Pre-Budget Report; Hotline
102 noted that Chancellor Gordon Brown
referred to us clumsily as the “Contract
Heating Treatment Association” (sic).
The subsequent Hotline reported that the
CCAs had finally kicked in at the end of
January 2006. Since then, Hotline featured
many CCA updates, culminating in issue
136’s announcement of climate change
levy exemption for heat treatment.

A healthy future?
Concerns were highlighted in Hotline 96
(June 2004) in the item “A Healthy Future
for Contract Heat Treatment?” in which
CHTA members reinforced CHTA Chair-
man Terry Littlewood’s editorial assertion,
in the context of additional burdens being
placed on our industry, that “Enough is
Enough”. The standing of Hotline was
enhanced when the CBI’s Digby Jones
responded in issue 98 and David Frost,
Director General of the British Chambers of
Commerce, added his support in issue
118’s “Government ignores manufacturing
at its peril”.

ADDRESSING THE ENGINEERING
INDUSTRY
Constant features of Hotline are member
news items and profiles that highlight our
sector’s advances while underlining, to the
wider engineering community, the benefits
of using contract heat treatment. Hotline
137’s “The case for outsourcing in today’s
economy” by Bodycote’s John Jervis is the
latest of numerous articles over the years
reiterating the advantages.
At the same time, Hotline has reported
many CHTA initiatives to help engineering
industry make best use of member
services:

CHTA Buyers Guide
Hotline 6 (October 1976) announced
publication of the first edition of CHTA’s
Buyers Guide to Contract Heat Treatment
whilst Hotline 104 (June 2006) marked the
last (10th) edition of this handy listing of CHTA
member services. Another revised hard-copy
version is unlikely when a constantly-updated
form of the guide is available on CHTA’s
website, although a listing of CHTA members
now appears regularly in the pull-out directory
featured in the December Hotline.

Datasheets
Hotline 67 reported the release of CHTA’s
Datasheets for Non-heat-treaters in 1996.
Couched in layman’s terms and designed to
aid sensible specification of heat treatment by
engineers, designers, buyers and the like,
these can be downloaded from CHTA’s
website.

Website
A low-profile announcement of its launch, in
Hotline 82 (December 2000), has proven
disproportionate to the great impact that
CHTA’s website, www.chta.co.uk, has made
in spreading contract heat treatment’s word.
As well as giving the engineering community
easy access to the “Find-a-Heat-Treater”
database, datasheets and, most importantly,
members, the site also features
downloadable pdf’s of Hotline issue 87
onwards.

IT’S STILL YOUR FORUM
As current Hotline Editor, I quote again an
extract from Nick Taylor’s editorial, “Hotline –
Your Forum for Comment”, in issue 5 (June
1976):
“As we prepare each edition of Hotline we
look hopefully for comment and news not just
from committees and their chairmen, but from
you, the members. Can it be that you are all
so busy that you find it impossible to spare the
five minutes needed to write a few words on
your view of the heat treatment industry? Start
a new trend – write a letter a month to your
Association.”
Nick’s optimistic invitation still stands;
e-mails, to mail@chta.co.uk, are preferred
these days!Hotline 126

Hotline 137

CHTA at the 
House of Lords

Hosted by Lord Hoyle, Honorary President of 
the Surface Engineering Association, the latest SEA 

Briefing Luncheon took place at the House of Lords in 
October. Including former CHTA Chairmen Paul Handley 

and Richard Burslem, SEA’s delegation was drawn from its 
National Committee, of which Richard is now Vice-Chairman. 
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OUTSOURCING

…says Debbie Mellor, Managing
Director of  CHTA member Keighley
Laboratories Ltd.
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there is a move toward knowledge process
outsourcing (KPO), which represents a

     
    
    

  
     

    
      

    
    

    
     

 
     

      
     

      
       

       

     
    

   
   

    
    

     
    

      
     

     
      

     
     

     
      

      

Cuts processing costs – it’s a matter of
economies of  scale. We heat treat com-
ponents for hundreds of  customers and are

    
    

      
   

   
     

     
   

    
     

       
    

    
    

     
     

    
       

     
 

   
      

    
    

     
     
     
 

    
      

     
    

     
    

Outsourcing heat treatment is a no-brainer

       
 

The case for outsourcing
in today’s economy



Super Systems Europe, UK, will also
include case studies from an in-house heat
treater.
Where will UK heat treatment be in the
longer term from an energy standpoint?
Will we get cracking on fracking so that we
can share, with our USA counterparts, the
benefits of cheaper shale gas? Conversely,
will the government’s continued insistence
on its overly-ambitious climate-change-
inspired strategy severely limit the
availability of fossil fuels so that furnaces
heated by expensive electricity become the
norm? What about feedstock gas for
furnace atmospheres such as those used
for carburising? 
Four of the conference presentations are
relevant to the last question, outlining
options to traditional carburising pro-
cedures. 
In HybridCarb - Method to Reduce
Operating Costs in Gas Carburising
Processes, Dr Bernd Edenhofer (Ipsen,
Germany) will describe a proven revol-
utionary innovation that recycles the
furnace atmosphere, rather than burning it
off, whilst dispensing with the endothermic
gas generator (or the nitrogen/methanol
and Supercarb alternatives). In well-sealed
furnaces, atmosphere gas savings of up to
90% are claimed.
A system that offers an alternative to
conventional endothermic-type atmo-
spheres and low-pressure (vacuum)
carburising will be the subject of Gas
Carburising without Internal Oxidation
(Activated Carburising) by Maximus
Akuh and Mike Wilkinson (Air Products,
Germany/UK). This method, involving a
non-thermal electric discharge activating
low-percentage hydrocarbon in nitrogen
during furnace injection, can eliminate the
intergranular oxidation that occurs in endo-
carburised steel parts. 
Elimination of internal/intergranular oxid-
ation is one of the virtues of low-pressure
carburising, as reiterated in our assess-

CONFERENCE
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Hotline Editor Alan J Hick anticipates
a highly informative and convivial up-
dating event in October.
The last national heat treatment con-
ference in England was Wolfson Heat
Treatment Centre’s Advances in Heat
Treatment Processing, staged in con-
junction with the final Furnaces exhibition
in March 2003 at Stoneleigh. Twelve years
later, the theme remains the same for the
heat treatment sessions at October’s
CHTA-co-sponsored Surface Engineering
& Heat Treatment Industry Conference.
The line-up of my compiled conference
presentations on latest innovations in heat
treatment processing offers much to those
looking to reduce costs and increase
productivity whilst enhancing quality,
efficiency and environmental aspects:

HEAT TREATMENT SESSIONS
Regular readers will recall that Hotline 133
posed the question: “Hardening – where
are the UK laser job shops?”. This sparked
a debate on the merits and drawbacks of
Industrial Laser Hardening, well estab-
lished in mainland Europe and the subject
of the first conference presentation by Dr
Antony Bransden of Ionbond Germany
GmbH.
In the second presentation, Challenges
and Benefits of Temperature Profiling in
the Heat Treatment Industry, David
Plester of PhoenixTM, UK, will describe the
use of ‘hot box’ temperature-profiling
systems in a variety of applications. He’ll
look at how this type of system has evolved
as temperature uniformity surveying (TUS)
has become an ever-increasing require-
ment of aerospace and auto manufacturing
industries, and how development is
underway to broaden their use for system
accuracy tests (SAT).
This will be followed by a presentation that
focuses on collecting and analysing data
with new software features that identify the
weakest/poorest areas of a heat treatment
department in terms of utilisation/
downtime, cost, productivity and process
times. Using Heat Treatment Software to
Increase Productivity, by James Cross of

Don’t miss the first national heat treaters’
get-together in England for twelve years

Surface Engineering
and Heat Treatment
Industry Conference

16 October 2015
Stratford-upon-Avon, UK

Co-sponsored by…

CONTRACT HEAT TREATMENT ASSOCIATION
WOLFSON HEAT

TREATMENT CENTRE

ment in Hotline 128. An update on the
technology and equipment developments
will be provided in Low-pressure
Carburising and High-pressure Gas
Quenching by Matthias Rink of Ipsen,
Germany.
Low-pressure carburising also offers the
prospect of shorter carburising cycles
through the use of higher carburising
temperatures. A technique that facilitates
dramatic increases in productivity via this
route will be discussed by Michal Bazel
(Seco-Warwick, Poland) in Faster Carb-
urising with PreNitLPC. 
The problem of providing reliable nitriding
and nitrocarburising treatments becomes
more relevant every year as equipment
ages, tighter metallurgical requirements
are demanded, and compliance to
specification is required. Upgrades that
solve this problem, with the application of
new control and sensor technology, will be
addressed by Pat Torok (United Process
Controls, USA) in Solution-oriented
Approach to Nitriding/Nitrocarburising
Controls.
Overviewing recent developments in
carburising, nitriding and nitrocarburising,
Steve Plumb (TTI Group, UK) will, in the
closing presentation, Thermochemical
Heat Treatments: the Changing UK
Scene, highlight the advantages in
component properties, seen by the end-
users in the new markets that are now part
of the engineering picture of the UK.

PLENARY SESSIONS
Designed to be of mutual interest to all
conference attendees, the plenary
sessions will include R&D tax relief on the
day-to-day activities of heat treaters and
metal finishers by Dominic Bartholdi of
Leyton UK (see Hotline 137; a CHTA
member has benefitted substantially).

CONFERENCE DINNER
Opportunities for the heat treatment
community to get together over a few
drinks are rare these days. Also sign up
for the post-conference evening drinks
reception (kindly sponsored by Wallwork
Heat Treatment), dinner and B&B and
let’s make a night of it! 

Conference
collaborators

CHTA Secretary Alan J Hick with SEA’s
Diana Blair, event administrator..

CHTA Secretary Alan J Hick with SEA’s
Diana Blair, event administrator..

Conference speaker Bernd Edenhofer of
Ipsen flanked by Alan J Hick and CHTA

Chairman Andy Borg (right).

Conference speaker Bernd Edenhofer of
Ipsen flanked by Alan J Hick and CHTA

Chairman Andy Borg (right).
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Delegates can register online at:

www.sea.org.uk/conference

Surface Engineering
and Heat Treatment
Industry Conference

16 October 2015
Stratford-upon-Avon, UK

Co-sponsored by…

CONTRACT HEAT TREATMENT ASSOCIATION
WOLFSON HEAT

TREATMENT CENTRE

Stratford Manor Hotel
Warwick Road, Stratford–upon Avon

Warwickshire CV37 0PY

Venue

PROGRAMME OF HEAT TREATMENT CONTENT 

09.00-
09.45 

 
Registration 

09.45-
10.45 

 
Chairman’s welcome / Plenary session including:  

R&D tax relief on the day-to-day activities of heat 
treaters and metal finishers   Dominic Bartholdi, Leyton UK 
 
Presentations are also planned on 3D printing and “growing your business 
through digital media”. 
 

10.45-
11.15 

   
Networking coffee break and table-top exhibition  

11.15-
13.00  
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HEAT TREATMENT: Session 1 
 

Chairman’s Introduction   
Alan J Hick, Contract Heat Treatment Association, UK 
 
Industrial Laser Hardening  
Tony Bransden, Ionbond Germany GmbH 
 
Challenges and Benefits of Temperature Profiling  
in the Heat Treatment Industry  
David Plester, PhoenixTM, UK 
 
Using Heat Treatment Software to Increase 
Productivity  James Cross, Super Systems Europe, UK 
 
HybridCarb - Method to Reduce Operating Costs  
in Gas Carburising Processes   
Bernd Edenhofer, Ipsen, Germany             
 

13.00-
14.00 

 
Networking lunch and table-top exhibition 

14.00-
16.00  
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HEAT TREATMENT: Session 2 

 
Gas Carburising without Internal Oxidation  
(Activated Carburising)  
Maximus Akuh and Mike Wilkinson, Air Products, Germany/UK 
 
Low-pressure Carburising and High-pressure Gas 
Quenching  Matthias Rink, Ipsen, Germany 
 
Faster Carburising with PreNitLPC  
Michal Bazel, Seco-Warwick, Poland 
 
Solution-oriented Approach to Nitriding/ 
Nitrocarburising Controls 
Pat Torok, United Process Controls, USA 
 
Thermochemical Heat Treatments: the  
Changing UK Scene  Steve Plumb, TTI Group, UK 
 

16.00- 
16.30 

 
Closing plenary session 

 
Reshoring production back to the UK  Alison Phillips, MAS  

16.30-
17.15 

 
Networking coffee break and table-top exhibition / Close 

 
Evening Pre-dinner Drinks Reception  

sponsored by Wallwork Heat Treatment Ltd 
 

Dinner  

 
19.00-
20.00

20.00

       

      
     

           

     

    

        

 
       Faraday Close, Durrington
       Worthing, West Sussex
       Phone: +44 (01903) 268500
       Fax: +44 (01903) 265982
       www.eurotherm.com/worldwide
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Industry sponsors...



Ramsell-Naber Ltd, Vigo Place,
Aldridge, West Midlands WS9 8YB

T: 01922 455 521   F: 01922 455 277
E: info@ramsell-naber.co.uk
W: www.ramsell-naber.co.uk

Industrial furnaces & ovens

RAMSELL-NABER

• Batch heat treatment of ferrous and non-ferrous metals

• Heat treatment and thermochemical
treatment for metal processing

• Heat treatment for metal-shaping and
welding processes

10 Hotline 140

ADVERTISEMENTS
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Arron Rimmer (ADI Treatments), Peter Stokes
(Century Heat Treatment & Plating) and

Chris Kenward (Ajax-TOCCO International).

Alan McCracken (Kepston), Ian Lacey (Wallwork)
and Malcolm Frost (Keighley Laboratories).

Tamworth Heat Treatment’s Kevin Langston
and Kevin Bannister with SEA’s Dave Elliott.

SEA CEO Dave Elliott between
Heat Treatments (Northampton)’s
Phil Brothers and Nichola Mitchell.

Paul Handley (Heat Treatment 2000) flanked
by Bodycote Heat Treatment’s John Jervis

and Simon Blantern (right).

Mark Florance (Techniques Surfaces UK), Roger
Haw (Flame Hardeners), Vincent Holyoak (Ajax-

TOCCO International) and Keith Laing (TTI Group).

Richard Burslem (Wallwork Heat Treatment),
guest Linda Evans MBE, Deputy Chairman of
the SEA, and Simon Day (ADI Treatments),
newly-elected CHTA Junior Vice-Chairman.

Guest speaker Richard Lowe (Business Growth
Service - see page 13) flanked by CHTA’s Chairman

Andy Borg and Secretary Alan J Hick (right).

Guest Derek Close (Wolfson Heat Treatment
Centre), Mike Leach (Alpha-Rowen) and

Andy Borg (TTI Group).

Peter Fletcher and Dan Williams (Holt Brothers)
with Roger Haw, newly elected to serve on
CHTA’s Management Committee again.

An excellent AGM attendance of 32 on May 7th
represented 16 full CHTA members (44%) and

37 of the 61 CHTA member sites (61%).

Seen at CHTA’s
2015 AGM

CHTA Chairman Andy Borg presents
the Association’s progress report
prior to an update on affiliate Surface
Engineering Association activities by
CEO Dave Elliott.

CHTA Chairman Andy Borg presents
the Association’s progress report
prior to an update on affiliate Surface
Engineering Association activities by
CEO Dave Elliott.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Booking deadline for September’s Hotline 141: August 12th
For further details, contact Hotline Editor Alan J. Hick

Tel: 0121 329 2970; e-mail: mail@chta.co.uk

Advertising in Hotline
Hotline welcomes advertising (other than recruitment) 

from CHTA members and suppliers to the trade.

2015 RATES
Single-insertion charges for black-and-white ads:

For full-colour ads, add an extra £265+VAT

Advertisers in four consecutive quarterly editions 
of Hotline are entitled to a series rate where all of the
above prices are discounted by 20% per insertion.
Series advertisers also feature on the new

Suppliers page of CHTA’s website
at no extra charge.

Size Dimensions Charge

Quarter page 121mm high x 86mm wide £199+VAT

121mm high x 178mm wide
Half page or £352+VAT

254mm high x 86mm wide

Full page 254mm high x 178mm wide £630+VAT

Refractory Work
Maintenance Contracts

Plant Assessment and Refurbishments
Process Controls

Furnace Fabrications
Alloy Fabrications
Replacement Parts

Site Services

Atmosphere Furnaces
and Ovens

New Vacuum Furnaces
Vacuum Hot Zone Relines

Further facility in Tipton, West Midlands

Almor Group,
Daleside Road,
Nottingham, NG2 3GJ
tel: 0115 986 8773
email: sales@almor.co.uk

www.almor.co.uk

elinesone Racuum Hot ZV
acuum FurnacesNew V

ensand Ov
tmosphere FurnacesA

Site Services
artseplacement PR

abricationsy FAllo
abricationsFurnace F

Plant Assessment and R
Maintenance Contr

actory WefrR

elinesone Racuum Hot ZV

efurbishmentsPlant Assessment and R
actsMaintenance Contr

orkactory W

Site Services

Process Controls
Plant Assessment and R

y in Tipton, Wilither facFurt
www.almor.co.u

.uk.coales@almorr.coemail: s
tel: 0115 986 8773

 NG2 3GJNottingham,
oad,ide RDales

,upAlmor Gro

Process Controls
efurbishmentsPlant Assessment and R

idlandsest My in Tipton, W
kwww.almor.co.u
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

What is the Business Growth
Service?
The Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS),
Growth Accelerator, Intellectual Property
Audits and Design Mentoring have integrated
to become the Business Growth Service.
The service provides tailored business
support to small and medium sized firms with
ambition and potential to grow.
Throughout their journey, participants will have
a single point of contact with the Business
Growth Service, with export support being
provided by UKTI and UKEF. The service is
closely linked to Innovate UK and the British
Investment Bank.

The Business Growth Service
mission
Our vision:We are the trusted growth partner
for businesses with growth potential. We work
with them to identify and overcome barriers
and act in their best interests, bringing
identifiable and quantifiable value to each
stage of their growth journey. 
Our mission: To deliver the right support at
the right time and help small and medium
sized firms to reach their growth potential.
We are the place to go to grow.

How does it work?
The Business Growth Service is funded by
BIS and is designed to help English SME
businesses with the potential to grow to
achieve their potential and create jobs and
value in England. 
We can help you to achieve your potential by

At CHTA’s AGM, Richard Lowe,
BGS Operations Manager, out-
lined what’s on offer to English
SMEs from the government’s
recent new
initiative…

At CHTA’s AGM, Richard Lowe,
BGS Operations Manager, out-
lined what’s on offer to English
SMEs from the government’s
recent new
initiative…

working with you to develop a growth action
plan and providing tailored support that fits
your needs.
Manufacturing businesses will work with a
dedicated MAS Business Growth Manager
who really understands manufacturing and
business challenges.
The Business Growth Service supports
business growth: 
• through our network of Business Growth 

Managers who can work with your business 
free of charge to review your business and 
develop you growth action plan. 

• by giving businesses access to business 
improvement and development coaches 
and consultants with grants available to 
reduce the cost of this work. The maximum 
subsidy is 50% of the total cost and grant 
values will be influenced by the jobs and 
value likely to be created.

• we will help you to scope out the 
specification of the support that you need 
and can help with finding the most suitable 
experts to provide the services that will 
benefit your business.

The service – five levels of
MAS support
Helpdesk and research
• Quick query service.
• Expert advisors happy to answer questions 

on a wide range of technical issues or spend 
up to two hours researching your problem.

• Provided free of charge.

Manufacturing review
• Free of charge, up to two days supporting 

your business.
• On-site assessment by an experienced 

Business Growth Manager, who will be a 
manufacturing expert, to discuss your 
manufacturing issues and ideas for solving 
or improving these.

• Develop a detailed business diagnostic and 
growth action plan that highlights areas of 
opportunity or action to improve operational 
performance.

Events
Training and networking events to help
improve awareness and skills related to
manufacturing issues and best practice.
Grants towards business improvement
project support for small and medium
businesses
• Up to 50% of the cost of an expert to help 

you improve your business (subject to 
eligibility criteria being met).

• MAS can fund projects that look at virtually 
any aspect of your business (not capital 
projects though), e.g. products, processes, 
people, supply chain and markets.

• Client has free choice of which consultant 
they wish to use.

Signposting and referral
Business Growth Service works closely with a
range of organisations to provide access to a
full range of business support services and
help find the expertise you need. For example:
• Growth Acclerator, a subsidised business 

development scheme for high-growth-
potential businesses which provides an 
expert business coach to help develop your 
business, get you ready to pitch for finance 
or help you innovate.

• Leadership and management funding – up 
to £2000 of training funding for each of your 
senior management team.

• UKTI – support for businesses seeking to 
start exporting.

• Other schemes operated locally by growth 
hubs and local authorities; these may 
include capital expenditures.
Eligible consultancy projects for
MAS funding
• Innovation and new designs;
• In-company training of managers and staff;
• Developing quality and standards;
• Improving financial systems / controls / 

procurement management;
• IT systems strategy development;
• Sales and marketing strategy (new 

products, new markets, etc.);
• Improving business and manufacturing 

efficiency;
• Improving supply chains;
• Bespoke prototype tooling costs.

Contact
Richard Lowe can be contacted at
Richard.Lowe@mymas.org, tel: 0300 303 0034.
Go to www.ga.businessgrowthservice.great
business.gov.uk/ for further details. 
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NEWS

Complementing the recent expansion of
their vacuum heat treatment capacities and
capabilities in Chard, Bodycote have
announced a significant investment into
ammonia-efficient low-pressure nitriding
(LPN). 

With internal dimensions of 1400mm x
700mm x 600mm and a maximum payload
of 1000kg, this furnace creates major new
capacity in support of Bodycote’s local, UK-
wide and international client base.
Along with all the features associated with
controlled nitriding and nitrocarburising
treatments, LPN provides further benefits
such as cleaner product, deep penetration
of nitriding into cavities, closer control over
product dimension and stability, and
faster/shorter cycle times.
The Chard site provides a transport service
as standard and carries international quality
accreditations, such as AS/EN 9100, TS
157 and Nadcap, as well as a number of
prestigious company approvals.

NEW MD AT THT
Following the retirement of Alan Whitehouse,
the new Managing Director of Tamworth Heat
Treatment Ltd (THT) is Kevin Bannister.
Employed at THT since 2000, Kevin started as
Heat Treatment Manager, progressing to
Works Manager and then being made a
Director in 2007.
Kevin’s first experience of heat treatment was
in 1979 when he was employed as Goods
Inward Clerk at Aldridge Heat Treatment, then
managed by Alan Whitehouse and Ron
Bundy who subsequently left to start up
Tamworth Heat Treatment in 1980.
Under new Aldridge Manager Terry Atterbury,
Kevin’s first job as a heat treater was in salt-
bath carburising while, at the weekends, he
would operate the vacuum furnaces. His next
step was to experience the 12-hour night shift,
learning how to treat the whole range of tool
steels, stainless steels and other exotic alloys,

both in salt-bath and vacuum furnaces.
When the company was purchased in the
mid-eighties by the Senior Engineering Group,
Roger Bird was appointed Plant Manager and
Kevin had progressed to Works Foreman/
Manager. Not long after, amalgamation with
the Senior site at West Bromwich led to the
company becoming part of TTI group.
Honoured to have been asked to be MD after
fifteen years at THT, Kevin said: “Tamworth
have a long tradition of quality heat treatment
with first-class service to their customers. The
company has continually developed by
investing in new equipment and processes
over recent years and it is my aim to “keep the
ship steady”, move forward in this ever-
changing world and make sure we maintain
our reputation within the industry”.
Meantime, Hotline offers best wishes for a
long and happy retirement to Alan
Whitehouse, a loyal member of CHTA’s
Management Committee for eighteen years
(1996-2014).

Advertiser news
CODERE APPOINTS UK AGENT
Regular Hotline advertiser Codere,
Switzerland, announces a recent agency
agreement signed with Robey-Wellman
Boilers & Furnaces Ltd - formerly Wellman
Furnaces - to represent them in the UK and
Irish markets. 
Previously one of the biggest heat treatment
equipment manufacturers in the UK, merging
companies like Birlec, British Furnaces,
Gibbons, Incandescent, CHAL, Metalectric
and CGE, Robey-Wellman has gone through
a recent restructuring programme to combine
the furnace, boiler and energy divisions within

Member news
BODYCOTE INTRODUCE
LOW-PRESSURE NITRIDING

a single company.
Codere and Robey-Wellman have success-
fully completed their customised training
workshop with Mr. Nigel Troth, Business
Development Manager for Robey-Wellman.
During this training programme, Nigel visited
Codere’s workshop with various multi-
quenching (oil, salt and gas cooling) modular
furnace lines for German and Czech
customers, at various stages of manufacture,
learning of Codere's competitive advantages
for their System 250.
The objectives of this workshop were product
training and implementing a mutual strategy to
promote the Codere product range in the UK
and Irish markets, especially the System 250
modular batch installations.  Robey-Wellman
will take an active role in the installation of the
equipment and then be responsible for after-
sales support utilising their existing resources
and expertise. For further information on
Robey-Wellman's product range, visit
www.robey-wellman.com. 
Finally, Codere invite all readers to visit their
table-top display at the upcoming Surface
Engineering and Heat Treatment Industry
Conference, taking place in Stratford-upon-
Avon on October 16th, to learn more about
their product range. Nigel Troth will also be
present at this event.
Readers interested to learn more about the
Codere range of products and activities,
should contact David Howard, either via
www.codere.ch or by telephone on 0041 32
4651 010, or Nigel Troth at nigel.troth@robey-
wellman.com.

Low-pressure nitriding at
Bodycote Chard

Kevin Bannister with Alan Whitehouse (right)

Need more copies
of Hotline?

CHTA members requiring additional
hard copies of Hotline should e-mail a

request to the Secretary at
mail@chta.co.uk.

You are also encouraged to nominate
appropriate recipients in wider British

manufacturing. 

Prospective UK readers can register for
a regular free copy on our website at

www.chta.co.uk.
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Quench oil
regeneration

COST-EFFECTIVE / ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

� Spent quench oils brought back to original
 specification by removal of contaminant water/solids
and replenishment of additive packages.

� Result: clean, dry and sterilised quench oils, at a 
fraction of the cost of virgin products.

� Cooling-curve analysis available to confirm quenching
performance characteristics.

� Negates disposal problems.
� Unique combination of tech-

nical expertise and practical
experience gained through
over 50 years of oil re-
conditioning and recovery.

� Accredited to 
ISO 9001/2000
and ISO 14001.

MIDLAND  OIL   REFINERY LTD
Tel: 0121 585 6006

Fax: 0121 585 5405

E-mail: info@midlandoil.co.uk

Shelah Road, Halesowen,

West Midlands B63 3PN

www.midlandoil.co.uk

www.codere.ch
2942 Alle, Switzerland
T : +41 32 465 10 10
d.howard@codere.ch

BATCH-TYPE FURNACE LINES
Under controlled atmosphere, in modular construction

No mechanical locking of the charge

Manual or fully-automated operation (automates + monitoring system)
System 250 offers solutions from small to multi product series from 7kg up to 5 
ton, changing of temperatures and atmosphere within minutes
Unique patented quench transfer with no intermediate chamber increases 
security in modular construction (Add one furnace to double production)
Respecting AMS 2750E, CQI-9 and CE norms for temperature and 
atmosphere precision
New range of low-cost laboratory furnaces for stress relieving, hardening, 
preheating and tempering processes

www.youtube.com/codere123
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Market Movements
ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES RELATING TO 29 CHTA MEMBER SITES
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Turnover Index 

This Quarter (100) 

National

TURNOVER TRENDS
Based on “Market Movements” 
data related to 1st quarter of 1991

OVERALL ANALYSIS Mean
(28 SITES) index

This quarter last year 106.7

Last quarter 97.4

Predicted next quarter 100.0
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31 MARCH 2015
= TURNOVER INDEX 100
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National (29 sites)

This Quarter Last Year
Last Quarter
Prediction for Next Quarter

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Please send comment and
news items for September’s 

Hotline 141 to: mail@chta.co.uk
Deadline: August 19th

NICKEL PRICE (US$/lb)

Ju
n1
4
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l14
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g1
4
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v1
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4

Ja
n1
5

Fe
b1
5

Ma
r15

Ap
r15

June 16-20 2015
THERMPROCESS 2015
Düsseldorf, Germany
“11th International Trade Fair and Symposium for Thermo
Process Technology” www.thermprocess-online.com/

July 2-3 2015 
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Derby, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

July 23 2015  
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

August 6 2015   
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

September 9-11 2015 
11TH CHINA INTERNATIONAL HEAT TREATMENT EXPO
Beijing, China
www.cihtexpo.com/en/index.asp 

September 14-16 2015 
HEAT TREAT SUMMIT NORTH AMERICA
Erie, Pennsylvania, USA 
www.secowarwick.com/events/show/127?locale=en_US 

September 15-16 2015  
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Birmingham, England   
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

September 15-17 2015 
HEAT TREATMENT 2015
Moscow, Russia
9th international specialised exhibition: held annually, the
only exhibition of thermal equipment and technologies in
Russia. www.htexporus.com

September 16 2015
HEAT TREATMENT CONGRESS 
Bilbao, Spain
www.metalspain.com/TT.htm 

September 22 2015
BIFCA course: BURNER TECHNOLOGY
West Bromwich, England www.bifca.org.uk

September 23-25 2015 
5TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DISTORTION
ENGINEERING
Bremen, Germany
www.distortion-engineering.de  

October 8 2015 
BIFCA course: 
INTRODUCTION TO INDUCTION HARDENING
West Bromwich, England www.bifca.org.uk

October 13-15 2015 
UNDERSTANDING HEAT TREATMENT
Birmingham, England
80th repeat of Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre’s course.
Details from Derek Close: tel: 0121 237 1122; e-mail:
derek.close@sea.org.uk; www.sea.org.uk/whtc

October 16 2015
SURFACE ENGINEERING AND HEAT TREATMENT
INDUSTRY CONFERENCE
Stratford-upon-Avon, England
Co-sponsored by SEA, CHTA and Wolfson Heat Treatment
Centre (see pages 8-9).
www.sea.org.uk/conference/

October 20-22 2015 
28TH ASM HEAT TREATING SOCIETY CONFERENCE &
EXPOSITION
Detroit, Michigan, USA
www.asminternational.org/content/Events/heattreat/ 

October 21 2015   
BIFCA course: FURNACE & BURNER CONTROLS
West Bromwich, England www.bifca.org.uk

October 22 2015   
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

*Members wishing issues to be raised at CHTA
meetings should notify CHTA’s Secretary, well before-
hand, at mail@chta.co.uk.

Ma
y1
4

October 26-27 2015  
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Manchester, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

October 28-30 2015
71ST HÄRTEREIKONGRESS
Cologne, Germany
Heat treatment congress, including exhibition, with
simultaneous German/English translation: www.hk-awt.de 

November 5 2015   
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

November 5-6 2015   
BALTMATTRIB 2015
Tallinn, Estonia
24th international Baltic conference, with major theme of
heat treatment and surface engineering for tribological
performance: www.ttu.ee/public/p/projektid/Baltmattrib
2015/TTU_BaltMatTrib2015.pdf

November 30 – December 1 2015
NADCAP AUDIT PREPARATION – HEAT TREATING
Birmingham, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409
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